0011.4 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH – TWO PART LINE

WARNING
Performing a 35K Winch 90 Degree Side-Pull with the FWTRD should be performed
ONLY after determining that a straight line pull configuration cannot be achieved due
to space limitations.
When a straight on pull is not an option, the first choice for a 90 Degree Side-Pulls
with the FWTRD is to utilize the 35K winch in a two-part line rigging configuration for
maximum stability and pull capability.
If the distance to the disabled vehicle requires a single part line, be sure that you have
calculated the resistance of the pull properly (35K max) and follow the steps for the
cable rigging to properly stabilize the FWTRD and prime mover.
Failure to comply can result in uncontrolled vehicle movement, creating a crush
hazard, and may cause injury or death to personnel and or damage to equipment.
WINCHES
All personnel must stand clear at a distance equal to the length of cable during
winching operations. A snapped cable or shifting load could strike personnel causing
injury or death to personnel.

WIRE ROPES
Wire rope can become frayed or contain broken wires. Wear heavy leather-palmed
work gloves when handling wire rope. Frayed or broken wire can injure hands. Never
let a wire rope slide through hands, even when wearing gloves. A broken wire could
cut through glove and cut hand.
Refer to FM 5-125 for inspection of wire rope. A damaged wire rope, under load, could
fail suddenly and strike personnel, and could cause the vehicle being recovered to
shift suddenly creating a crush hazard. Failure to comply can result in injury or death
to personnel.
0011.4 00-1

0011.4 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued

NOTE
Refer to the proper TM for the prime mover as well as FM 4-30.31, “Recovery and Battle
Damage Assessment and Repair” in conjunction with these instructions for additional
information relating to rigging, winching and recovery.
Boom Extensions must be fully retracted when installing Boom Caps. The wing bolts
used to stow the boom caps should be replaced in fifth wheel section for safe keeping.
(figure 1)

1.

Install Boom Caps by sliding over end of booms and securing with attached safety chains to D-Ring
on end of Boom.

Figure 1 - Boom Caps installed on booms while FWTRD in transport configuration.

2. Follow steps 2-16 of WP 0011.1 00, FWTRD 35K Winch Operation, to install and bring the 35K winch
cable down to the operator.

0011.4 00 - 2

0011.4 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued
3. Once unfolded, position the prime mover 90° to, and with the FWTRD booms lined up across from
the disabled vehicle. (figure 2)

Figure 2 - Booms lined up across from disabled vehicle
4.

Place the winch cable in the 35K snatch block. (figure 3)

0011.4 00 - 3

0011.4 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued
5. Run a chain from the D-Rings at the end of the booms, under the booms, and secure to the snatch
block. (figure 3)

Figure 3 – Snatch block with cable attached to FWTRD D-rings
6. Run the cable out to the disabled vehicle and rig for winching. (figure 4)

Figure 4 – Winch cable setup.
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0011.4 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued
7. Using the remote control, “RETRACT” the mast fully.(figure 5 inset)
8. Using the remote control. “EXTEND” the booms to bring the fifth wheel level and stow the transport
legs. (Figure 5)

NOTE
The fifth wheel must be kept level so that as the FWTRD is pulled to the side, the mast
section will clear the rear of the prime mover and the fifth wheel section of the FWTRD
pivots evenly.

Figure 5 - Mast fully retracted. Fifth wheel level for pivoting

0011.4 00 - 5

0011.4 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued

WARNING
All personnel must stand clear at a distance equal to the length of cable during
winching operations. A snapped cable or shifting load could strike personnel causing
injury or death to personnel.
9. Using the Remote Control, bring the 35K winch cable “IN”. This will begin to pivot the FWTRD
around on the fifth wheel. Adjust the booms as needed to keep the fifth wheel level. Bring the
booms around approximately 45 degrees. (figure 6)The the boom caps will begin to dig in.

Figure 6 - 35K winch “IN” to pivot FWTRD around to 45° from rear of prime mover
0011.4 00 - 6

0011.4 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued

WARNING
The person in the prime mover cab must keep the ground guide in sight at all times. All
other personnel should stand completely clear of the area. A crush hazard exists.
Failure to comply may result in serious injury or death to personnel.
10. Slack the winch cable, remove the snatch block, make sure the fifth wheel section is level by
adjusting the booms, and then with a ground guide bring the FWTRD to 90° by carefully backing the
prime mover. The FWTRD should now be lined up to the pull. (Figure 7)

Figure 7 FWTRD at 90° to the prime mover. Straight pull on disabled vehicle
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0011.4 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued

NOTE
As you are winching, the booms will take a set, possibly digging in a foot or two. This will
change the attitude of the FWTRD on the prime mover fifth wheel. Remember to readjust the booms to keep the fifth wheel level and stabilize the prime mover. Once you
re-adjust, continue the winch recovery. (Figure 8)

Figure 8 - Booms taking a set
11. Two part the winch cable using the 35K snatch block on the rigging at the disabled vehicle. 5/8”
chains secure the winch cable back to the D-rings at the base of the FWTRD booms. (figure 9)

Figure- 8 Winch cable two-parted out to the disabled vehicle and back to the FWTRD
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0011.4 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued
12. Using the remote control, winch “IN” to take the slack out of the cable. Recheck your rigging.

WARNING
All personnel must stand clear at a distance equal to the length of cable during
winching operations. A snapped cable or shifting load could strike personnel causing
injury or death to personnel.
13. Commence winching.

WARNING
Prior to slacking the winch cable, the disabled vehicle must be secured from moving.
Failure to comply could result in the vehicle moving unexpectedly creating a crush
hazard causing serious injury or death to personnel.

NOTE
Rigging may or may not be removed from casualty depending on whether it is to be
lift/towed using FWTRD (remove rigging) or whether casualty is to be winched onto
TDRT in which case rigging would stay on casualty.
18. Remove winch cable. See note for rigging.
19. Using the remote control, “EXTEND” the boom to level the fifth wheel (only if not level after
winching).
20. Pull the forward until the FWTRD is lined back up to the after frame of the prime mover.
21. Rotate the transport leg handle clockwise and lock the transport legs in the down position.
22. Using valve control levers “RETRACT” Booms to set the FWTRD on the transport legs, and to free the
Boom Caps.
23. Remove Boom Caps and stow in fifth wheel section.
END OF WORK PACKAGE
0011.4 00-9

0011.5 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH – SINGLE PART LINE

WARNING
Performing a 35K Winch 90 Degree Side-Pull with the FWTRD should be performed
ONLY after determining that a straight line pull configuration cannot be achieved due
to space limitations.
When a straight on pull is not an option, the first choice for a 90 Degree Side-Pulls
with the FWTRD is to utilize the 35K winch in a two-part line rigging configuration for
maximum stability and pull capability.
If the distance to the disabled vehicle requires a single part line, be sure that you have
calculated the resistance of the pull properly (35K max) and follow the steps for the
cable rigging to properly stabilize the FWTRD and prime mover.
Failure to comply can result in uncontrolled vehicle movement, creating a crush
hazard, and may cause injury or death to personnel and or damage to equipment.
WINCHES
All personnel must stand clear at a distance equal to the length of cable during
winching operations. A snapped cable or shifting load could strike personnel causing
injury or death to personnel.

WIRE ROPES
Wire rope can become frayed or contain broken wires. Wear heavy leather-palmed
work gloves when handling wire rope. Frayed or broken wire can injure hands. Never
let a wire rope slide through hands, even when wearing gloves. A broken wire could
cut through glove and cut hand.
Refer to FM 5-125 for inspection of wire rope. A damaged wire rope, under load, could
fail suddenly and strike personnel, and could cause the vehicle being recovered to
shift suddenly creating a crush hazard. Failure to comply can result in injury or death
to personnel.
0011.5 00-1

0011.5 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued

NOTE
Refer to the proper TM for the prime mover as well as FM 4-30.31, “Recovery and Battle
Damage Assessment and Repair” in conjunction with these instructions for additional
information relating to rigging, winching and recovery.
Boom Extensions must be fully retracted when installing Boom Caps. The wing bolts used to stow
the boom caps should be replaced in fifth wheel section for safe keeping.
1. Perform steps 1-10 of WP 0011.5 00 to align FWTRD up to the disabled vehicle.
2. Bring the cable out to the disabled vehicle and rig for winching.
3. Using 1/2” X 8’ chains around the base of the booms, attach the 35K snatch block to the winch cable
so, that when winching, the cable is pulling level with the winch drum. (figure 1)

Figure 1 – Snatch block attached for level pull. Chains around base of booms
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0011.5 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued
4. Using the remote control, winch “IN” to take the slack out of the cable. Re-check the rigging.
5. Commence winching. (figure 2)

Figure 2 – FWTRD 90° single part line winching

WARNING
Prior to slacking the winch cable, the disabled vehicle must be secured from moving.
Failure to comply could result in the vehicle moving unexpectedly creating a crush
hazard causing serious injury or death to personnel.

NOTE
Rigging may or may not be removed from casualty depending on whether it is to be
lift/towed using FWTRD (remove rigging) or whether casualty is to be winched onto
TDRT in which case rigging would stay on casualty.
6. Remove winch cable. See note for rigging.
7.

Using the remote control, “EXTEND” the boom to level the fifth wheel (only if not level after
winching).

8. Pull the forward until the FWTRD is lined back up to the after frame of the prime mover.
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0011.5 00
90° SIDE PULL WINCHING WITH THE 35K WINCH– Continued
9. Rotate the transport leg handle clockwise and lock the transport legs in the down position.
10. Using valve control levers “RETRACT” Booms to set the FWTRD on the transport legs, and to free the
Boom Caps.
11. Remove Boom Caps and stow in fifth wheel section.
END OF WORK PACKAGE
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0011.6 00
RECOVERY WINCHING WITH THE XM20 FWTRD – EXTREME CONDITIONS
The FWTRD can be utilized to complete a Quick Evacuation Sledding operation. The disabled vehicle is
secured directly to the front of the booms and moved away with the FWTRD boom extensions
dragging on the ground. The Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes may also be used during a
Quick Evacuation if it is determined that they are needed for the disabled vehicle to gain momentum.
This operation should be performed only when the crew is in harm’s way, and for the shortest
distance to bring a disabled vehicle to a safe and secured area. The disabled vehicle should then be
properly configured for lift tow and/or loading onto the TDRT/HMRT for transport.
In other extreme cases where no suspension components are present for proper lift tow
configuration, the FWTRD boom extensions can be secured at the rear by wrapping the entire hull of
the disabled vehicle.
Refer to WP’s 0009.4 00 for instructions on installing the Cross Bar for Sledding and/or Sledding Shoes.

WARNING
Quick Evacuation Sledding is performed with the FWTRD boom extensions dragging
(sledding) on the ground, unsecured from the disabled vehicle. This could cause the
load to shift side to side resulting in loss of control of the load and/or the prime
mover. For this reason speeds must be kept 10 mph or less during Quick Evacuation
Sledding operations. Failure to properly comply can result injury or death to
personnel and/or damage to the equipment.
The Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes are very heavy (Sledding Shoes 105
lbs/47.62 Kg each and the Cross Bar 270 lbs/122.47 Kg). The FWTRD should be used as
much as possible in removing, positioning, and storing these items. Always use an
assistant when it is necessary to physically handle the Cross Bar for Sledding and
Sledding Shoes. Failure to comply can result in serious injury or death to personnel
and or damage to equipment.

CAUTION
Quick Evacuation Sledding should be performed for the shortest distance to bring a
disabled vehicle to a safe and secured area. The disabled vehicle should then be
properly configured for lift tow and/or loading onto the TDRT for transport. Failure to
comply may result in damage to the equipment.

0011.6 00 -1

0011.6 00
EXTREME CONDITIONS –Continued

NOTE
These instructions assume that the operator(s) are trained in the use of the
FWTRD/TDRT and have recovery training. Refer to FM 4-30-31 “Recovery and Battle
Damage Assessment” for calculating winch and rigging requirements.
Quick Evacuation Sledding is performed with the FWTRD “prepared” for lift tow and
with the heavy duty winch cable set in the FWTRD sheave ready to be paid out to the
disabled vehicle. (WP 0011.1 00)
If the Cross Bar for Sledding and/or Sledding Shoes are to be used (It is determined that
vehicle will not move unless they are in place.), install them (WP 0009.4 00) prior to
beginning Quick Evacuation Steps.

A. Quick Evacuation Sledding
1. Position the prime mover with the FWTRD in line with and as close to the disabled vehicle as
possible.
2. EXTEND LEFT and EXTEND RIGHT boom extensions and then EXTEND the booms to create a ramp for
the disable vehicle to travel up while being winched. Stow the FWTRD transport legs. (figure 1)

Figure 1 - Quick Evacuation setup
3. With the winch in free spool mode, pay the cable out to the disabled vehicle and attach with rigging.
See FM 4-30.31 “Recovery and Battle Damage Assessment” to determine proper rigging.
4. Place the winch in operating mode, take up the slack and recheck your rigging.
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0011.6 00
EXTREME CONDITIONS –Continued

NOTE
As a severely disabled vehicle is winched up onto the booms, additional “steering” ability may
be needed or wanted to help position the vehicle onto the FWTRD booms. It is permissible to
use the FWTRD 18K winch cable to assist the heavy duty winch in positioning the disabled
vehicle onto the FWTRD booms.
5. Winch the cable to bring the vehicle up onto the ramp created by the booms in step 2. Continue to
winch until the vehicle contacts wheel stops, adaptors (STRYKER), or if no suspension is present the
disabled vehicle contacts the bumper stops at the base of the booms. (Figure 2)

Figure 2 - Vehicle against FWTRD bumper stops and then chained to FWTR D-rings
6. Using two 1/2” X 8’ chains and two binders, secure vehicle to the FWTRD booms by attaching to the
driver and curb side D-Rings at the base of the FWTRD Booms.
7. Slack the heavy duty winch cable to allow for turns as the FWTRD pivots when towing.

0011.6 00-3

0011.6 00
EXTREME CONDITIONS –Continued
8. Sled the vehicle the shortest distance possible to reach a safe location for completing a complete lift
tow configuration or to load onto the TDRT/HMRT. (figure 3)

Figure 3 - Quick Evacuation Sledding
Winch cable slacked. Booms are dragging.
Sledding shoes shown installed for Stryker fuel tank clearance.
Disabled truck would be similar.

B. Lift-tow configuration for a STRYKER with no suspension parts, winched to the FWTRD

NOTE
This procedure is only for lift tow situations where the A-arm suspension of the STRYKER
is severely damaged and/or missing. If A-arms are intact, follow lift tow procedures as
outlined in WP 0010.1 00.
1. Perform the steps 1-5 as described in Quick Evacuation Part A for bringing the disabled STRYKER
onto the FWTRD Booms.
2. RETRACT the boom to bring the extensions as close to the STRYKER hull as possible. If needed, place
blocks under the booms as described in WP 0009.1 00 (Pre-picking) to get extensions tight to the
hull.

0011.6 00-4

0011.6 00
EXTREME CONDITIONS –Continued

WARNING
The following step involves wrapping chains/straps around the STRYKER and the
FWTRD boom extensions in one continuous loop. DO NOT attach the chains to
individual boom extensions. If chained individually, the extensions would be pulled to
the outside causing damage to the equipment, and possibly causing the load to shift
suddenly creating a crush hazard that could result in death or injury to personnel.
3. Utilizing 1/2 inch chains and binders from BII, make a continuous loop around the STRYKER hull and
the FWTRD boom extensions. (Recovery Straps may be used as well if needed for completing the
loop) Secure the chains tightly using the binders.
4. EXTEND the booms to bring the vehicle into lift tow configuration.
5. Using 1/2 X 8’ chains and two binders, secure the STRYKER to the left side and right side D-rings at
the front of the FWTRD booms. (figure 2)
6. Place some slack in the heavy duty winch cable prior to moving away to allow the FWTRD to pivot
properly on the fifth wheel.
7. Tow the STRYKER to the nearest TDRT/HMRT loading point.

Figure 4 - Hull wrapped lift tow configuration

END OF WORK PACKAGE
0011.6 00-5

0012 00
COUPLING THE TDRT TO THE FWTRD
Coupling to the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer will be done with the trailer set on the ground in a level
position. The prime mover with a fifth wheel towing device in the “prepared” configuration
(WP 0008 00) will back up to and engage the trailer.

WARNING
Operators must be familiar with the fifth wheel towing device in order to work with
the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer. Failure to comply may result in injury or death.
During coupling to the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer, it may be necessary to adjust the
angle of the FWTRD Booms to match the angle of the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer mating
cove. Only personnel involved in performing the connection should be near the prime
mover and should exercise caution. Failure to comply may result in serious injury or
death to personnel.
All other persons not involved in the actual coupling/uncoupling should stand clear of
the prime mover to prevent serious injury or death. Never stand between the prime
mover and the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer when the prime mover is being backed up
the TDRT. A crush hazard exists. Serious injury or death may result.
Coupling should be done by two people, the first person in the prime mover cab and
the second acting as a ground guide. The person in the prime mover cab must keep
the ground guide in sight at all times. All other personnel should stand completely
clear of the area. A crush hazard exists. Failure to comply may result in serious injury
or death to personnel.

0012 00-1

0012 00
COUPLING TO THE TDRT – Continued

NOTE
FWTRD Booms should be positioned so that they will feed into the TDRT mating cove.
This will have the booms at a slight angle as shown in figure - 1 below.

Figure 1 - FWTRD “prepared” and aligned to couple to TDRT mating cove.
1. Remove Stryker towing adapters (1) or wheel stops from FWTRD receivers. (figure 2)
2. Position receivers so that spring lock (2) engages 4th hole from base of the booms. (figure 2)

Figure 2 - Receiver with spring lock in fourth hole position, Adaptors removed.
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0012 00
COUPLING TO THE TDRT – Continued

NOTE
Boom “EXTEND” or “RETRACT” as needed in step 3 for the booms to insert fully into the mating
cove allowing the receivers to contact the stop plates.
3. Back the prime mover up until the booms engage the TDRT mating cove and the left and right
receivers contact the locking pin stop plate. (figure 3)

Figure 3 - FWTRD receiver shown against stop plate TDRT mating cove after backing into TDRT cove
4. Using the valve control levers, adjust the FWTRD booms so that the receivers align with the locking
pin tubes.

NOTE
TDRT locking pin tubes are wider at the bottom. Positioning the FWTRD receivers with
the widest part of the pin tubes will make inserting the locking pins easier.
The Wheel Stops act as the locking pins for the TDRT. When used on the TDRT, the
tapered end is inserted into the receiver.

0012 00-3

0012 00
COUPLING TO THE TDRT – Continued
5. Install the left and right locking pins. (figure 4) Be sure the pins are fully installed. (They will still be
somewhat loose) They will be secured from coming out in step 11.

Figure 4 – Locking pin (wheel stop) inserted tapered side down into TDRT
6. Extend the FWTRD booms to lift the trailer until the landing legs are slightly off the ground.
7. Pin the FWTRD boom lock shaft at the first hole setting. “Retract” the booms to secure the pin.
(figure 5)

Figure 5 – Boom pinned at first hole setting

0012 00-4

0012 00
COUPLING TO THE TDRT – Continued
8. Adjust the FWTRD mast until the second hole is visible above the half hole rest. Insert pins in the
half hole rest of the Mast. “Retract” the mast to secure the pin. (figure 6)

Figure 6 – Mast and Boom pinned for travel

NOTE
Inserting the pins in second hole of mast (in the half rest) allows the TDRT to be
transported and tilted for loading without having to make further adjustments to the
mast in most situations.

0012 00-5

0012 00
COUPLING TO THE TDRT – Continued
9. Remove the support pins from the bottom (1) of the TDRT landing legs. (figure 7)

Figure 7 – Removing pin from bottom of leg (1) to allow leg to be lifted and pinned at top (2)

NOTE
If the tab on the landing leg that secures the locking pins interferes with the locking pin
as you raise the landing leg for transport, set the leg back down and “retract” the booms
to take pressure off, and recheck the lock pin. Then “Extend” the boom again and raise
the landing leg for transport. On rare occasions the booms may not be quite centered in
the mating cove. Resetting the booms should give you the clearance needed.

WARNING
Each landing leg weighs 121lbs (54.88Kg). Each leg has a lift spring to aid the operator
when bring the leg up to travel position. However caution should be used when lifting
or lowering the transport legs. Should the spring fail, or the operator accidently drop
the leg before it is pinned, a crush hazard exists. Failure to comply may result in injury
or death to personnel.
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0012 00
COUPLING TO THE TDRT – Continued
10. Lift each landing leg to the transport position and insert the support pin at the top of the leg
(figure 7, #2). The leg will then rest in its holder. In this position the leg has a tab that aligns with the
FWTRD receivers and prevents the locking pins from coming out. (figure 8)

Figure 8 - TDRT landing leg secured in transport position and showing tab stop for lock pin.

END OF WORK PACKAGE
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0012.1 00
TRANSPORTING THE TDRT
The Transport configuration will be used when moving the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer when it is not
loaded. This task assumes that the TDRT has been coupled to the FWTRD and its prime mover.

WARNING

Ensure that the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer has been properly configured for travel prior to
moving. The trailer must be properly secured to a Fifth Wheel Towing and Recovery Device
and the sliding axles in travel position and properly pinned. All air lines and electrical
connections must be properly secured. If not properly secured the TDRT could separate from
the FWTRD. Failure to comply can result in injury or death to personnel and damage to the
equipment.
If backing the TDRT is required, it should be done by two people. The first person in
the prime mover cab, and the second acting as a ground guide. The person in the
prime mover cab must keep the ground guide in sight at all times. All other personnel
should stand completely clear of the area. A crush hazard exists. Failure to comply
may result in serious injury or death to personnel.

CAUTION
Never transport the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer with its landing legs lowered. Always
ensure that the legs have been lifted and properly pinned for travel Failure to comply
could cause damage to the equipment.
1. Ensure that the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer is coupled to the FWTRD and its prime mover as described
in WP 0012 00. Landing legs should be pinned in travel position. Air Axle should be lifted or
“unloaded” for transport with no load on trailer.
2. Connect the NATO lighting harness from the prime mover to the FWTRD and then from the FWTRD
to the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer. Test the lighting to be sure it is working.
3. Connect glad hand air lines from prime mover to FWTRD and from FWTRD to the Tilt Deck Recovery
Trailer. Once connected have driver release trailer brakes and perform leak test prior to moving. For
detailed instructions on connecting glad hands see WP 0016 00.

0012.1 00 -1

0012.1 00
TRANSPORTING THE TDRT – Continued

NOTE
The axle assembly locking pin is mounted at the rear of the axle assembly and engages holes on
the bottom of the TDRT deck. (One hole at the rear and one hole when the axle is slid forward.)
The control knob for the Axle Assembly Locking Pin is spring loaded and normally held “IN”. To
release the locking pin (allows axles to slide) the knob is pulled “OUT” and then turned to the
right to hold it in position.

Locking Pin for the TDRT Axle Assembly (Axles removed from trailer to show pin)
4. At the TDRT Control Panel have the knob (1) for the axle locking pin “IN” (locked), and the knob (2)
for the lift axle “OUT” (unloaded). (Figure 1)

Figure 1 – Control Panel with axle assembly locking pin control knob (1), and lift axle control knob (2).
5. Ensure that all BII and loose items are secure.
6. Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer is ready for transport.
END OF WORK PACKAGE
0012.1 00-2

0012.2 00
PREPARING THE TDRT FOR LOADING
The deck of the TDRT has the ability to go from 102” wide (standard DOT width) to 114” wide to
accommodate varying vehicle configurations. The TDRT deck must be secured in one of these
configurations prior to operating or loading.
These instructions describe bringing the deck out to the 114” configuration.

WARNING
COMPRESSED AIR

Air up to 100 psi pressure is used in the operation of the air tools. Be sure to wear the proper
eye protection (safety glasses) when working air tools to avoid personal injury or death.
The TDRT deck pull-out sections weigh 158lbs (71.66Kg). There are stops to prevent
the pull-outs from coming out of the deck completely, but caution should be exercised
when positioning the pull-outs to prevent injury to personnel.
There are several pinch points when positioning the deck pullouts. Always use the
Hand Holes when pulling out or pushing in the sections. Failure to comply may result
in serious injury to personnel.
The hand holes in the side plates of the TDRT drawers are not intended for use in
securing vehicles with chains. They are not rated for tie-down and could fail allowing a
vehicle to break free during transport creating a crush hazard. Failure to comply may
result in serious injury or death to personnel and or damage to equipment.

NOTE
The bottom set screws are designed so that they cannot fall out of the TDRT when
loosened. When using the air wrench to loosen the set screws, be careful not to jam the
screws.
1. Using a ½ inch air wrench with the square adaptor from the TDRT BII, go down the line of pull-outs
and loosen the bottom set screws. The screws are made to accept the air wrench directly. There are
six set screws per pull-out.(figure 1)
2. Position the pull-outs to their wide deck position. Watch hands and fingers for pinch points.
3. These steps are followed in the same manner to return the drawers to the 102” position.
0012.2 00-1

0012.2 00
PREPARING THE TDRT FOR LOADING-Continued
4. Starting with the center two set screws of each pull-out, tighten the bottom set screws with the air
wrench. As the set screws secure the pull-out, the edge of the pull-out section should align even
with the main deck. Tighten the screws to approximately 80ft lbs.

NOTE
TDRT Deck is now set to 114” wide position. (figure 2)

Figure 1 - Pull-out Set Screws

Figure 2 - TDRT deck pull-outs (one section view)
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0012.2 00
PREPARING THE TDRT FOR LOADING-Continued

WARNING

If backing the TDRT is required, it should be done by two people, the first person in
the prime mover cab and the second acting as a ground guide. The person in the prime
mover cab must keep the ground guide in sight at all times. All other personnel should
stand completely clear of the area. A crush hazard exists. Failure to comply may result
in serious injury or death to personnel.
All persons not involved in the loading or unloading operation must stand clear the
full length of prime mover and Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer. A crush hazard exists.
Failure to comply may result in injury or death to personnel.

HEAVY COMPONENTS
The tail sections of the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer weigh 175lbs each (79.38Kg). Two
people should be used to unfold the ramp sections. Caution should be exercised when
handling these components. Failure to comply may result in injury or to personnel.

WARNING
WINCHES

The prime mover winch may be utilized when loading the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer.
All personnel must stand clear a distance equal to the length of the cable during
winching operations. A snapped cable or shifting load could cause injury or death to
personnel.
Ensure the winch cable has at least 5 wraps on the winch drum before operating reel.
Failure to comply could result in the cable giving way under load and could result in
injury or death to personnel.
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0012.2 00
PREPARING THE TDRT FOR LOADING-Continued

WARNING
WIRE ROPE

Wire rope can become frayed or contain broken wires. Wear heavy leather-palmed
work gloves when handling wire rope. Frayed or broken wire can injure hands. Never
let a wire rope slide through hands, even when wearing gloves. A broken wire could
cut through glove and cut hand.
Refer to FM 5-125 “Rigging Techniques, Procedures, and Applications” for inspection
of wire rope. A damaged wire rope, under load, could fail suddenly and strike
personnel, and could cause the vehicle being recovered to shift suddenly creating a
crush hazard. Failure to comply can result in injury or death to personnel.

WALKING ON EQUIPMENT

While working with the heavy duty winches on the FWTRD, and loading a disabled
vehicle onto the TDRT it may be necessary to climb on and walk on the equipment.
Always use steps, ladders, and designated walking areas when on the equipment and
maintain 3 points of contact with the FWTRD when working around the winching
sheave of the FWTRD. Failure to comply may result in slips or falls resulting in serious
injury or death to personnel.

NOTE
Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer is coupled to the FWTRD and is in the transport configuration
as described in WP 0012 00 and 0012.1 00.
1. Position the TDRT in front of and in line with the disabled vehicle to be loaded.
2. Set the trailer brakes.
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0012.2 00
PREPARING THE TDRT FOR LOADING-Continued
3. Based on your calculation of which winch (the prime mover 45K or the FWTRD 35K winch)
you will use to load the TDRT with (based on FM 4-30.31 “Battle Damage Assessment”), feed the
cable through the top sheave of the FWTRD and bring the cable down to the deck of the TDRT. Be
sure to leave the winch in free spool mode until the trailer is configured for loading. (figure 3)

Figure 3 - Winch cable through sheave
4. Release the air lock pin for the TDRT sliding axle section by pulling the knob (1) “Out” and turning it
to the right to hold it in position. (figure 4)

NOTE
The Air axle should already be in the “Unloaded” position. (Knob (2) pulled out figure 4)

Figure 4 - TDRT Air Lock Pin and Lift Axle knobs
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PREPARING THE TDRT FOR LOADING-Continued
5. Release the prime mover and trailer brakes. Using the trailer brake lever to hold the TDRT axle brakes,
back the TDRT deck. Back until the sliding axle section contacts the forward stops of the TDRT deck.
(figure 5)

Figure 5 - TDRT Deck slid to the rear. TDRT Axles held by trailer parking brake control lever.
6. Set the trailer brakes on the Prime Mover. Leave the TDRT brakes released until deck is tilted.

NOTE
The following steps place the deck of the TDRT in the tilted position. This will place the FWTRD
control valve levers in a position not easily reached while standing on the ground. It is
recommended that the FWTRD handheld remote be utilized for the following steps.
7. Remove the FWTRD remote control from the tool box and bring to the driver side of the FWTRD.

NOTE
The Mast is currently pinned at the second hole from coupling/transport. Unless
additional adjustment is needed after tilting the deck, the mast can stay pinned in the
second hole location. This makes tilting and loading the TDRT a “boom” function
operation.
8. Using the remote control, “EXTEND” the booms on the FWTRD. Extend until the trailer deck nears
the ground.
9. Once fully tilted, set the trailer brakes.
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PREPARING THE TDRT FOR LOADING-Continued

WARNING
The tail sections of the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer weigh 175lbs each (79.38Kg). Two
people should be used to unfold the ramp sections. Caution should be exercised when
handling these components. Failure to comply may result in injury or to personnel.

NOTE
When folding the tail sections out for loading, start with the center section first. Then if
extra width is needed, pull the two side sections out to the side prior to unfolding.
10. Fold out the TDRT tail sections.
11. The TDRT is now ready for loading.

Figure 6 - Deck tilted. Outer tail section shown moved to wide position (inset)

END OF WORK PACKAGE
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